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Abstract
Human social interaction is often intermittent. Two acquainted persons can have extended

periods without social interaction punctuated by periods of repeated interaction. In this case,

the repeated interaction can be characterized by a seed initiative by either of the persons

and a number of follow-up interactions. The tendency to initiate social interaction plays an

important role in the formation of social networks and is in general not symmetric between

persons. In this paper, we study the dynamics of initiative by analysing and modeling a

detailed call and text message network sampled from a group of 700 individuals. We show

that in an average relationship between two individuals, one part is almost twice as likely to

initiate communication compared to the other part. The asymmetry has social consequences

and ultimately might lead to the discontinuation of a relationship. We explain the observed

asymmetry by a positive feedback mechanism where individuals already taking initiative are

more likely to take initiative in the future. In general, people with many initiatives receive

attention from a broader spectrum of friends than people with few initiatives. Lastly, we com-

pare the likelihood of taking initiative with the basic personality traits of the five factor model.

Introduction
The digital recording of our social life including telecommunication and activity on the
internet allows us to answer previously unanswered questions about human behavior. It is now
possible to study the complex dynamics of social networks [1, 2] as well as their formation and
stability [3–7]. Here, we are particularly interested in the dynamics of initiative in social rela-
tions and how it might influence the formation of social networks. A high degree of asymmetry
in relations is observed in phone call networks [8] simply by counting the number of calls
going in each direction for all links over a period of time. In particular, it has been found that
for 25% of the links, 80% or more of the calls in a relationship come from one part alone. Also,
it has been shown that this asymmetry cannot be explained by personal differences in call fre-
quency. In general, it is possible to take initiative through various modes of interaction, e.g. by
face-to-face meetings, which might result in a later call by phone or a text message. The fact
that communication happens in different ways might lead to spurious estimates of the asym-
metry in relations, when computed from a single mode of communication.
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Here we consider communication in two channels, phone calls and text messages, in a
detailed data set sampled from 700 individuals. The data is collected from smartphones distrib-
uted to students at the Technical University of Denmark and includes information about com-
munication both inside and outside the group of students. The data is recorded over a period
of 83 weeks and consists of 32412 links based on 972592 calls and 3949710 text messages.
Smartphones have previously been used to infer 95% of self-reported friendships based on
communication and proximity [9]. In addition to this, mobile phones have been used in several
studies on human behavior [10, 11] including communication dynamics [12], mobility [13],
and personality [14, 15].

In the following, we introduce a parameter describing asymmetry in social relations. From a
statistical model that takes into account the sampling error on individual links, we will com-
pute the most probable distribution of the asymmetry parameter. We further consider the
dynamics of initiative by analysing the implications and causation of asymmetry in relations.

Results
Definition of initiative.Not all phone calls and text messages represent an initiative, since
many of them are responses to previous communication. For example, a call may not be picked
up, but will anyway result in a later answer by the called part. Likewise, most text messages will
be part of an on-going communication. In order to distinguish initiative from follow-up com-
munication, we need to define a time scale that separates the two. In Fig 1, we show the

Fig 1. Interevent distribution. Log-log plot of the distribution of waiting times between communication
events including both calls and text messages. Also shown is a power law with an exponent of α = −1.26,
which fits the distribution all the way from one minute to one week. The power law nature of the distribution
suggests that there is no natural time scale to separate initiatives from follow-up communication. The local
peak at 3 hours is possibly the electronic response of an app and the oscillations at large inter event times
correspond to circadian cycles.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0154442.g001
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distribution of times between communication events over all relations in the data set. The time
axis spans from one minute to one week and the distribution follows a power law with an expo-
nent of α = −1.26. The oscillations at large time scales are due to the circadian rhythm and there
is a local peak at precisely 3 hours, which is possibly due to the electronic response of an app
installed on a number of the smartphones in the study. The observed power law is in line with
previous results for inter-event times of human communication [16–20] and other human activ-
ity [19, 21]. Unfortunately this also means that there is no natural time scale to separate initia-
tive from follow-up communication. Nonetheless, in this analysis, we have chosen to make a cut
between follow-up interaction and initiative at 24 hours. Most on-going telephone communica-
tion has inter-event times below this scale (88% of all inter-event times), such that the expected
rate of false positives for initiatives will be rather low. We therefore define an initiative to be a
communication event that is separated from a prior communication on the same link by more
than 24 hours. Communication separated by a shorter time is considered to be follow-up.

Model. In the following, we compute the maximum-likelihood estimate of the asymmetry
distribution for relationships based on a statistical model. The relationship between two per-
sons, A and B, consists of a series of initiatives. For simplicity, we shall assume that the proba-
bility for an initiative to be taken by person A, γA, is constant over time. The corresponding
probability for B is then γB = 1 − γA. We introduce μ�min(γA, γB)� 0.5, as a measure of the
asymmetry in a relationship. μ = 0.5 represents a fully symmetric relation with respect to initia-
tives, while μ = 0 represents a fully asymmetric one. In the following, we will estimate the distri-
bution of μ across relationships in the full social network, which we shall denote F(μ). While
we cannot compute the true distribution, we shall compute the maximum-likelihood distribu-
tion, FML(μ), based on the above assumptions.

Our data consists of a call and text message network of participants in the study and exter-
nal people that the participants have communicated with. TheM observed links in the network
form a set, D = {Xi|i = 1, . . .,M}, where i enumerates each link. The links Xi � (nA,i, nB,i) are
characterized by the number of initiatives from person A (nA,i) and B (nB,i), respectively, and
we define NAB,i = nA,i + nB,i.

Invoking Bayes’ theorem we get

PðFjDÞ ¼ PðDjFÞPðFÞ
PðDÞ ;

/ PðDjFÞ;

¼
Y

i

PðXijFÞ:

For simplicity, we have here assumed a constant prior over F along with statistical indepen-
dence of the relationships. The normalization P(D) is ignored, since it is a constant with respect
to variation in F. The least initiative taking person could be person A or person B, we must
therefore integrate over both possibilities. Let us denote the least initiative taking person by Y.
The likelihood factor associated with a link (nA,i, nB,i) given μ and Ymay then be calculated
using the binomial distribution

PðXijFÞ ¼
X
Y2fA;Bg

Z
PðXijY ; mÞPðYÞFðmÞdm;

¼
X

ni2fnA;i ;nB;ig
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Here we sum over Y (or equivalently n) giving each of the two possibilities a prior of a 1/2 and like-
wise integrate over μ giving each value a prior of F(μ). We shall now find the distribution FML(μ)
that maximizes the likelihood function P(D|F), or equivalently, the log-likelihood logP(D|F).

We do this numerically using sequential least squares programming [22], which handles both
constraints and bounds. In our statistical model, we discretize the initiative parameter μ! μj
and thereby we also discretize the distribution F(μ)! Fj. The constraint ∑j Fj = 1 and the bounds
0� Fj� 1 are introduced. We initialize Fj according to the distribution of nA,i/Ni restricted to
Ni> 20 and let the sequential least squares estimation run until convergence. The analytic
expression for the gradient is calculated and used in the optimization, and for N> 100, we
approximate the binomial distribution by the normal distribution in order to handle the product

between the very large Ni
ni

� �
and the very small mn

i ð1� mÞNi�ni .

In order to test the robustness and convergence of our estimates, we have created 100 syn-
thetic data sets in the following way. We keep the number of links identical to the original data
set. Similarly, we keep the total number of initiatives, NAB,i, on each link, Xi, the same, but we
disregard the direction of the initiatives. For each link, we then draw a μ from the distribution
FML(μ), which is then used in a stochastic simulation of the direction of the NAB,i initiatives.

From the synthetics data set, we then make a maximum likelihood estimate estimate, ~FMLðmÞ of
the underlying distribution FML(μ).

In Fig 2, we show the max likelihood distribution of μ obtained for the real data set (full),
along with the average distribution obtained for the synthetic data sets (dashed). Also shown is
the spread in the results of the synthetic data sets. Note that our estimate of the underlying

Fig 2. Asymmetry in relations.We show the max likelihood distribution of the initiative parameter across
relationships. Here μ = 0.5 corresponding to a fully symmetric relationship, while μ = 0 is a fully asymmetric
one. The full line corresponds to the max likelihood distribution as it is derived from the data. We also test the
method for bias and uncertainty by applying it to synthetic data sets. The dashed line correspond to the
average estimate among the synthetic data sets, and the error bars correspond to the spread in these
estimates. We suspect that many of the highly asymmetric relations at μ = 0 are of non-social character.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0154442.g002
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distribution is unbiased (the synthetic and real data overlap). We observe that the distribution
is bimodal with 23 percent of the links being fully asymmetric, i.e. μ being very small. We sus-
pect that many of these relations are of a less social character, e.g. automatic text-message
updates from service providers. For this reason, we restrict our analysis to reciprocal relations
only in the following sections, i.e. relations with at least one initiative in both directions. For
the full distribution, the average μ is 0.282 ± 0.001, but if we exclude the potentially non-social
links at μ = 0, then we get an average of 0.359 ± 0.001. The errors correspond to those associ-
ated with the error of the mean in the simulated data sets. We conclude that in an average rela-
tion, one of the persons will be almost twice as likely as the other to initiate communication.

Dynamics of relationships. In the above we considered relationships from a static point of
view and assumed that the probability parameter was constant in time. Here we acknowledge
that the history of a relationship may have an impact on future communication. In particular,
we study the effects of “initiative length”. To explain this term, we consider the following initia-
tive history between person A and person B: [. . .,B, A, A, A]. The current initiative length is 3,
because person A has taken 3 consecutive initiatives, since the last initiative taken by person B.
In other words, the initiative length denotes the number of consecutive initiatives taken, since
the last change of “direction” in initiative.

As the initiative length grows, i.e. as either person A or person B keeps approaching the
other without a turn of initiative, we expect that the relationship becomes more fragile and pos-
sibly comes to an end. Discontinued relationships are difficult to identify in the data, since they
might be resumed subsequent to the data recording. Instead, we look for relationships that
have been inactive for a very long time. In particular, we consider the relationship between per-
son A and person B to be discontinued, if the following is true: person A has taken a total num-
ber of initiatives with other individuals, not including B, which is 10 times larger, than the
average number of initiatives previously separating interaction between A and B.

In Fig 3A we show the probability of a relationship ending as a function of the initiative
length. We find that the probability generally increases as the initiative length grows towards
10. This is in line with previous research [12], which has shown that reciprocity is important to
link persistence. For initiative lengths greater than 12, the probability drops back again; possi-
bly because this involves only the most dedicated relations, e.g. close relatives. In general, we
find among all relations that the average initiative length prior to the discontinuation of a rela-
tion is 3.2 (which in a jargon could be named the “ghosting factor”). Note that, for better statis-
tics, we have restricted the analysis to relations with at least 15 initiatives.

In Fig 3B, we show that the probability for the initiative in a relationship to change from
one part to the other as function of the initiative length. The plot is based on the statistics of all
relationships. When person A has taken a single initiative in a relationship between A and B
there is a 50% chance that the next initiative is taken by B. However, as the number of consecu-
tive initiatives taken by A increases, the probability for B to take the next initiative drops expo-
nentially. A least square exponential fit yields the relation y = 0.51 � 0.92x, which says that the
chance of the initiative changing direction drops by 8% each time you make an initiative. In
other words, the direction of an initiative seems to have a self-amplifying effect, which pro-
motes the role of an initiator. This mechanism provides a possible explanation for the persis-
tent asymmetry observed in the data.

Dynamics of individuals.Here we turn to the initiative statistics of a person rather than a
relationship. We suspect that people, likely to take many initiatives, are more likely to make
friends, and, as the above results suggest, they are also more likely to keep them. Again we start
by deriving the population statistics of the initiative parameter μp, only this time it character-
izes a person instead of a link and it runs from 0 to 1. The parameter measures the probability
that an initiative involving person i is taken by i rather than one of her/his friends. Each person
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is characterized by the number of in- and outgoing initiatives across all her/his relations. The
analysis follows the same steps as above, but without the sum over Y and with the integral over
μp running from 0 to 1. The obtained maximum-likelihood distribution for the μp parameter is
shown in Fig 4A. The distribution is a little biased towards low initiative with a mean of
0.469 ± 0.003, possibly because students are more likely to be called by their parents than the

Fig 4. Initiative statistics of individuals. In (A) we show the maximum-likelihood distribution of the personal initiative parameter μp, where μp is the
probability that an initiative involving person A is attributed to him rather than to his friends. We note that μp varies a lot over the population; some people
making only 25% of the initiatives themselves against 70% at the other end of the spectrum. This has social consequences. In (B) we have estimated μp
and plotted it against the “friend abundance” for the full population. Friend abundance is estimated as the average number of unique friends among all
consecutive combinations of 20 incoming initiatives. We find that people with large μp are rewarded by increased attention from their network.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0154442.g004

Fig 3. Initiative dynamics. In (A) we show the probability of a relationship ending after a given initiative length. Here “initiative length” denotes the
number of consecutive one sided initiatives. Note that relationships are more likely to end after several one-sided initiatives, although the probability drops
back again for very large (13+) initiative lengths. In (B) we show the probability of the initiative changing direction as a function of the initiative length. We
see that the probability drops exponentially as the number of one sided initiatives in a row is increased. This suggests that initiatives promotes the role of
an initiator through a positive feedback.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0154442.g003
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other way around. The spread of the distribution is 0.082 ± 0.002, but this estimate is probably
slightly biased towards 0, due to the fully asymmetric links being neglected. This is obvious
from the spread of the reference distributions (again computed from synthetic data), which is
4% lower than the spread of the distribution from which it was simulated. In general, the few
percent with the very lowest μ only take the initiative 25% of the time, whereas in the other
end, we find individuals which take initiative in 70% of the cases.

Next we look at the social consequences of μp; specifically we wish to quantify the impact of
a person’s initiative on his abundance of friends. Since communication has been recorded for
varying lengths of periods, we cannot simply count the number of contacts. Instead we count
the average number of unique friends among all groups of 20 consecutive incoming initiatives.
In principle, all 20 initiatives could be attributed to a single person in which case we count just
1 unique friend among the 20 initiatives. The other end of the scale corresponds to the 20 ini-
tiatives being attributed to 20 different people, i.e. 20 unique friends. If one counts many
unique individuals among person A’s incoming initiatives, it is an indication that many differ-
ent people take an interest in her/him. The μp parameter of a person is estimated from the
number of outgoing initiatives relative to the total number of initiatives. A scatter plot of the
two quantities is shown in Fig 4B and we find a correlation between the two numbers of
0.35 ± 0.04. The mean value of a binning along the horizontal axis is also shown in the plot.
The mean shows a clear trend: more personal initiative implies more interest from friends. In
particular, the number of unique friends among 20 incoming initiatives jumps from 8 to 12 as
we move from low to high personal initiative. Note that, for better statistics, this analysis has
been restricted to individuals involved in at least 200 initiatives.

Finally we compare the likelihood of taking initiative with basic personality traits. The par-
ticipants in the study have filled questionnaires providing information about the Big Five per-
sonality traits [23]. We have then performed a linear correlation between the initiative
parameter and the personality scores for each individual. We find the following correlation
coefficients for the traits with errors given as one standard deviation, agreeableness
(0.02 ± 0.12), conscientiousness (0.13 ± 0.10), extraversion (0.26 ± 0.06), neuroticism
(0.11 ± 0.07) and openness (0.07 ± 0.08). The trait with the highest correlation coefficient is
perhaps not surprisingly extraversion. In general, people with high extraversion scores are
described to be outgoing and have a high degree of sociability.

Discussion
The individual initiative for social interaction is an important factor in the formation and sta-
bility of social networks. Here we have applied a statistical model to derive the distribution of
an initiative parameter in the social network of 700 individuals. In an average relationship, we
find that one part will take initiative only 36% of the time whereas the other part will take ini-
tiative the remaining 64%, i.e. one part is in general twice as likely to take initiative as the other.
These numbers represent a considerable asymmetry among the bulk of all relationships. We
find that relationships are more likely to end after large initiative lengths, although it drops
back again around 13 consecutive initiatives by one part. Despite the possible implications for
the stability of a relationship, we observe no change in behavior to reduce the asymmetry. On
the contrary, we find that the initiative bias is self-amplifying; i.e. the probability of an initiative
changing side drops exponentially as a function of initiative length. The self-amplification pro-
vides a possible mechanism behind the observed asymmetry by promoting the role of an initia-
tor over the history of a relationship.

We also derive the distribution of the initiative probability for individuals against all of their
friends. Our population is found to be a little biased towards low initiative, with a mean value
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of 0.47 and a spread of 0.08. We show that persons with great personal initiative are rewarded
by a greater abundance of incoming initiatives. This suggests that the gain of taking initiative,
e.g. making more friends and keeping them, is greater than the cost of being initiator. We also
find that people taking many initiatives score higher on extraversion in personality tests. People
interact socially in many ways and since our data is restricted to telephone communication, we
neglect initiatives made face-to-face and through online platforms. This might bias our results
somewhat toward asymmetric relations.

It would be interesting to explore further the effects of initiative in temporal networks. Our
results indicate that nodes have different probabilities of activating their links. This has an
effect on information spreading, since information will be quickly shared by some nodes, while
others partly work as dead ends. Finally, initiatives are important in making new contacts and
in keeping them, thereby being an important factor in network formation.

Methods
This study was reviewed and approved by the appropriate Danish authority, the Danish Data
Protection Agency (Reference number: 2012-41-0664). The Data Protection Agency guaran-
tees that the project abides by Danish law and also considers potential ethical implications. All
subjects in the study gave written informed consent.
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